Celebrating Leadership in Business and Government

May 10, 2005

Columbia Business School Dean Glenn Hubbard, center, congratulates NBC Universal's CEO Bob Wright, left, and San, Frank Lautenberg (D–Nj) on winning the school's 2005 Leadership in Business and Government Awards. Wright and Lautenberg were honored on May 2 at a gala dinner at the Waldorf Astoria that drew a thousand of the school's alums, faculty, and students.

By Kristine Sterling

The John Simon Guggenheim Memorial Foundation has named five Columbia faculty members as 2005 Guggenheim Fellows. Their work includes a book on the anti-Nazi movement in Germany during World War II, research on the impact of the League of Nations on colonial administration, and a book on the debate over nature versus nurture in the 18th century prior to the advent of modern biology.

Anne Nelson, adjunct professor of international and public affairs, will apply the fellowship toward a new monograph book on the work of Medieval and German-American active in the anti-Nazi movement in Berlin from 1955 to 1942.

"The Guggenheim Fellowship has been a wonderful boost to both my book project and to my livelihood," Pedersen said. "I was able to complete a first volume in a projected trilogy"

Five Columbians Awarded Guggenheims

Five Columbia faculty members were among 186 selected for the 2005 fellowships for awards, which total $37 million. Guggenheim Fellows are appointed on the basis of distinguished achievement in the humanities and social sciences.

One of the fellowship recipients will be professor of English and Comparative Literature in 2000.
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